


BRIDGEFORCE�
reliable smart distribution platform

A comprehensive modular Solution for Telecom Service 
Providers to manage entire distribution channels chain of 
N-level of distribution entities to implement and control 
predefined policies and roles efficiently and securely within 
a centralized control management of Dealers Hierarchy, 

Supply Chain Management, Commission & Incentive, 
Automated SIM Activation KYC, EVD-Electronic Voucher 
Distribution, Survey, Sales Field Agents, and business 
intelligence module in order to optimize market coverage, 
enhance channels productivity and Improve experiences. 

WHY?
A single distribution system

Fraud prevention

Smart tracking 

Business continuity 

Reduce cost of operation

Increase sales and revenue



CENTRALIZED CONTROL
BridgeForce provide Service Provider with a full authority to control the distribution process through 
their channels, modify business rules, and grant user access and privileges to different layers within 
their channels from a single Centralized control system. 

MODULAR STRUCTURE 
a modular structure that provides service operators with a customizable, efficient and cost-effective 
solution by allowing them to select only the sub-modules that they require for their business.

RELIABLE STRUCTURE 
Designed on a powerful tool that allows complicated transactions to take place. It is also equipped with 
an advanced and secure technological system to guarantee information and data security. 

INTEGRATION SUPPORT
allows service providers to further enhance their distribution platform by integrate with other systems 
such as ERP, Billing System, CRM, IN, SMSC, Warehouse, Payment gateway, etc.

KEY FEATURES



CUSTOMIZABLE PLATFORM
BridgeForce was designed and developed In-house so that it can be easily customized to meet customer 
requirements quickly and with high quality.

SECURITY AND EFFICIENT  
Bridgforce compatible with all Encryption algorithm such as 3DES , RSA , End-to-end encryption for all 
sensitive data such as Pin code, passwords.

MULTIPLE FRONT CHANNELS
Bridgeforce provide multiple tool to manage and operate platform such as web , IOS app , android app , 
linux app , Deskop app and KIOSK.

ON-PREMISES AND CLOUD HOSTING
Bridgeforce is supporting all type of hosting even support the Virtual machine. The platform can be 
hosted on Operator servers or on cloud.



MODULES
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